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Books and writers

The Big Break
program. His first novel, Night
Over Day Over Night, will be
published next spring by Alfred
Knopf.
Set during World War II, the
novel concerns a 17-year-old GertiC nOtiOn- pOSits
man boy's initiation into the S.S.
the writer as
and culminates in the Battle of the
removed from
society, unappreciated and
Bulge. Watkins, who attended Eton
and Yale priorto winning a Univertormented from altogether too
sity Fellowship at Syracuse, first
much probing of the darker
conceived of the novel while living
recesses of the psyche.
in Germany as an exchange student.
The other- call it the classical
" I became fascinated with the
notion- has the writer as the life of
father of the family I was staying
the party, barely concealing his
with," Watkins says. " Here was a
contempt for those who fete and
honor him and forever ready to proATKINS, AT 23 THE
man who, at the outset of World War
II, had grown up entirely under the
youngest of the trio, is in
duce thinly veiled satires of the
reign of the Nazi party. His father
fact still attending the
proceedings.
Both are curiously con...,...---------.,.~ belonged to the German
Tank Corps, and he was
nected to yet a third myth ,
essentially being a good boy
known as the "big break''-scoutto join the S.S.. .. The
the sudden change of fortune
book takes as its imaginative
that transforms the writer
from anonymous genius to
source the situation this man
fa ced as a teenager."
I iterary giant. The torWatkins is well aware of
mented artist, it would
the potential hostile reacseem, is just one stroke away
tions to the book. "People
from becoming the toast of
the town.
are conditioned to react
against Nazis automaticalThe experience of the vast
ly," Watkins notes. " This
majority of writers has little
in common with either exisn't an apology. But I really wanted to create a
treme. And the big break has
character that the reader
more to do with getting the
sympathi zes with , even
first book into print than
though by the novel's end he
with a cosmic reversal of
behaves exactly as people
fortune.
expect Nazis to behave, parWriters today, as in the
ticipating in a slaughter of
past, require time to develop
American troops. It's not
their craft and to produce a
manuscript worthy of publiunlike a Lord of the Flies
situation."
cation. Yet being able to afA great deal of research
ford that time is a major
obstacle. In past centuries,
went into assuring the aca few writers gained it
curacy of the details in the
through the patronage of the
book. Watkins visited the
site of the Battle of the Bulge
CHRIS ZENOWICH
and made certain that the
graduated from SU's program
landscape, events, dates,
in creative writing this year
machinery, and equipment
and recently signed a twodescribed in the novel are all
book contract with Harper &
historically authentic. But
Row.
At age 23, Paul Watkins, a student in SU's Creative Writing Program, has already sold his
first novel, a story of Nazi Germany.
BY CHRIS ZENOWICH
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wealthy.
Such patronage is virtually
unheard of today. Instead, foundations, through various grants and
fellowships, aid established writers
by freeing them from teaching or
from the impossible challenge of
supporting themselves solely by
their words (the average author's
book-generated annual income is
less than $8,000).
For aspiring younger writers who
do not yet possess the qualifications
to apply for foundation support,
there is another route. An increasing number of them tum to graduate
creative writing programs, such as
Syracuse University's, where they
find the company of other writers

and the time it takes to refine and
apply their talents.
C. J. Hribal, Robert Olmstead,
and Paul Watkins are three writers
who have attended SU's Creative
Writing Program and whose first or
second books are about to be
published. While each honed his
skills under the tutelage of instructors such as Ray Carver, Tobias
Wolff, and Douglas Unger, each
also followed a remarkably different path to his big break. They
represent three distinct portraits of
the young American writer.
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Watkins wrote the book's
first draft almost entirely
over the summer and during his first semester in the
creative writing program.
He's already finishing a
second novel, based on his
experiences working on
fishing traulers during the
summers between college
classes.
"The financial incentives to come to Syracuse
were exactly what I needed to get this work done,"
Watkins states. In addition
to his fellowships, Watkins
was also the recipient of a
Syrac use Unive rs ity
Faculty Senate Research
Grant. He used the funding to visit the Sahara
C.J. Hribal (left) and Robert Olmstead, two writers who waited a little longer for their
frontier of Morocco while
first-book break.
researching yet a third
something back,'' he says. " I find
novel. As such, Watkins is a fine exThe publication enabled Hribal
ample of a university's potential to
to meet other, more established
it stimulating and feel almost a
writers, including Charles Baxter,
support good writers.
moral obligation to do it."
Alice Adams, and Anne Tyler, who
ATKINS' PRECOultimately selected Matty's Heart
OBERT OLMSTEAD, 32,
cious, almost instant
for a Pushcart Writer's Choice
saw the opportunity to
Award . By then, Hribal had a
success is far from the
teach at college as a way to
120-page start of a novel-and a
at last truly think of himself as a
norm for young writers attending
I iterary agent. That constituted
the program. After completing the
writer. Prior to being named Writer
coursework and thesis requireenough to get Hribal a modest adin Residence at Dickinson College
in Carlisle, Pe nnsylvania , he
ments, most write rs face the prosvance from Simon and Schuster.
But it wasn't until he won a National
pect of stints as part-time instrucmanaged to keep busy by teaching
Endowment for the Arts grant and
tors of freshman Eng!ish or as comeighth grade English, operating a
mercial writers. Still others find
a Bush Fellowship that he was able
construction business, and running
to quit his job as a desk clerk and
work wherever they can.
a 65-acre farm in Port Byron, New
C. J. Hribal , now 30, completed
complete the novel , American
York, where he raised oxen, heifers,
SU's writing program in 1981 and
Beauty, which has just been
and steers.
published.
moved to Minneapolis so his wife
''I'm from New Hampshire,"
The novel follows the trials and
could attend a graduate program at
Olmstead explains. "Up there,
education of a young 17-year-old
the University of Minnesota. He
everyone has three or four jobs."
female narrator, Dorrie, who runs
took the 3-11 shift evenings as a desk
Olmstead held his three jobs
away from Augsbury to the big city
clerk at a hotel one block from the
while also attending SU's writing
of Milwaukee and beyond .
Greyhound station in Minneapolis.
program , in 1981-83. His turn of
" It's essentially a bildungs" It seems we had $2.37 in our
fortunecameoneafternoon in 1984,
roman," Hribal explains. " I began
when Jay Mcinerney, a friend and
checking account for the first year
we lived there," Hribal recalls.
with the book's first sentence, 'It's
fellow workshop writer from the
not as if my mother mattered ,' and ,
"There were lots of mornings when
University (and the much-inI considered giving it up to take a
after I figured out who in Augsbury
demand author of Bright Lights, Big
better-paying job."
would say something like that, kept
City and Ransom) , showed up at his
writing. I'd say that everything
Hribal persisted. His first break
farm asking to read a copy of his
which follows is basically a refutathesis. Olmstead gave it to him, and
came when a manuscript of stories,
Matty's Heart, won a contest and
tion of that opening sentence. It's a
a few weeks later Mcinerney's
was published by New Rivers Press
story of rebellion and return ."
editor at Vintage Contemporaries
With a novel and a collection of
in Minneapolis. Several of the
called and offered him a contract.
stories published, Hribal anticistories were set in a small rural
The academic appointment at
pates that he will be able to find a
Midwestern town named AugsDickinson followed .
bury. Writing of the collection,
teaching position at a college or
The book, River Dogs, published
Tobias Wolff stated, " In the same
university.
this spring, is a collection of stories
"Starting with Tobias Wolff and
way that I've put down roots in
set predominantly in the rugged
countryside of New Hampshire. By
Winesburg and Dublin and MilRay Carver at Syracuse, an awful
lot of writing teachers took an inledgeville, I am now laying claim
turns witty and shocking, and
terest in me, and I'd like to give
to citizenship in Augsbury."
always unwaveringly realistic, the
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stories convey a stark
sense of the small rewards
and constant rigors of rural
life. And nearly all of them
had their genesis in the
workshops at Syracuse
University.
Because of his jobs,
Olmstead could complete
the requirements for his
master's degree in creative
writing only at night. It
was a grueling schedule,
but he remembers it
fondly.
"Every one of those
workshop nights were
special," he states. "I think
the chance to study with
writers like Tobias Wolff
and Doug Unger while in
a writing program is one of
the greatest opportunities
a young writer can have.
You just don't find that kind of time
or the quality of criticism that you
get while at the program."
Olmstead, whose first novel, Soft
Uilter, is due out from Vintage Contemporaries this spring, tells his
Dickinson students not to get lost
in the latest popular trends.
" You've got to banish thoughts of
being successful," he contends. " If
it's good writing, it's going to happen. But the chance to write at all
in a university setting is the last
you'll have with unaccountable
time. It should make every writer
excited about not being known ,
because by the time you start
publishing, you'll quickly begin
thinking your personal life is an endangered species."
Despite Olmstead's exhortations,
most young writers will continue to
find themselves looking for the big
break to change their lives. To find
the time necessary to write, most
will attend a graduate creative
writing program.
The parodox clear from the examples of Olmstead, Hribal, and
Watkins hinges on the fact that there
are no defined steps toward that big
break, only the examples of those
who've gotten it and the institutionalized belief that given talent,
time, and the perseverence to keep
writing, other young writers will
too.
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